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Impact of Center Experience on Patient Radiation Exposure During
Transradial Coronary Angiography and Percutaneous Intervention: A
Patient-Level, International, Collaborative, Multi-Center Analysis
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Background-—The adoption of the transradial (TR) approach over the traditional transfemoral (TF) approach has been hampered
by concerns of increased radiation exposure—a subject of considerable debate within the ﬁeld. We performed a patient-level,
multi-center analysis to deﬁnitively address the impact of TR access on radiation exposure.
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Methods and Results-—Overall, 10 centers were included from 6 countries—Canada (2 centers), United Kingdom (2), Germany (2),
Sweden (2), Hungary (1), and The Netherlands (1). We compared the radiation exposure of TR versus TF access using measured
dose-area product (DAP). To account for local variations in equipment and exposure, standardized TR:TF DAP ratios were
constructed per center with procedures separated by coronary angiography (CA) and percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI).
Among 57 326 procedures, we demonstrated increased radiation exposure with the TR versus TF approach, particularly in the CA
cohort across all centers (weighted-average ratios: CA, 1.15; PCI, 1.05). However, this was mitigated by increasing TR experience
in the PCI cohort across all centers (r= 0.8; P=0.005). Over time, as a center transitioned to increasing TR experience (r=0.9;
P=0.001), a concomitant decrease in radiation exposure occurred (r= 0.8; P=0.006). Ultimately, when a center’s balance of TR to
TF procedures approaches 50%, the resultant radiation exposure was equivalent.
Conclusions-—The TR approach is associated with a modest increase in patient radiation exposure. However, this increase is
eliminated when the TR and TF approaches are used with equal frequency—a guiding principle for centers adopting the TR
approach. ( J Am Heart Assoc. 2016;5:e003333 doi: 10.1161/JAHA.116.003333)
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R

ecent evidence supports that the transradial (TR) approach
diminishes the risk of bleeding and vascular complications
when compared to the traditional transfemoral (TF) approach.1,2
Anecdotally, a TR approach usually provides a patient with

increased comfort. Given these advantages, the TR approach is
being progressively employed by centers around the world.3
Rising frequency of both noninvasive and invasive cardiac
investigations increasingly expose patients to ionizing
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Methods
Population and Outcomes
Anonymized patient-level data from 10 centers were pooled in
a common database, yielding 57 326 cases from January
2000 to March 2013. Inclusion required reporting of patient
procedural data, absorbed doses, access site (TR or TF), and
procedural type (coronary angiography [CA] or percutaneous
coronary intervention [PCI]). For the purpose of the current
study, left and right radials were grouped. Right heart
catheterization studies and structural heart disease cases
were excluded from the study. This protocol was approved by
the Ottawa Hospital Research Ethics Board and deemed not
to require patient consent. To speciﬁcally account for ad-hoc
PCI cases, the corresponding CA data were summed with the
matching ad-hoc PCI data, when available. Otherwise, ad-hoc
PCI and staged PCI were included in the overall PCI cohort,
reﬂecting “real-world” practice. For each center, TR access
experience was expressed as a ratio generated by dividing the
total number of cases performed there by the TR approach by
those by the TF approach. Patient radiation exposure was
quantiﬁed as the median dose-area product (DAP) or as a
ratio. Radiation exposure ratios were generated by dividing
the median DAP of the TR cohort by the median DAP of the TF
cohort at each center. In this way, we adjusted for intracenter
DAP variability attributed to reporting and equipment differences between sites. To further delineate the inﬂuence of a
center’s TR experience affecting radiation exposure, we
performed a separate analysis with a cohort of cases from
the center with the largest number of contributing cases
DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.116.003333

(N=34 647) from October 2007 to March 2013. Within this
period, consecutive 6-month intervals were assessed, commencing once the operators had sufﬁcient initial TR experience (deﬁned as 5 or more of the center’s 30 operators
performing more than 10 TR cases within a 6-month block)—
yielding 25 747 cases spanning from 2009 to 2013. Over this
time, we assessed the transition from a predominantly TF
center to increasing adoption of the TR approach, in order to
evaluate the resultant change in radiation exposure. For each
6-month block, we generated the median DAP of both the TR
cases and TF cases performed. We then similarly generated a
radiation ratio by dividing the TR median DAP by the TF
median DAP for each 6-month block.

Statistical Analysis
The ratio of the median DAPs in the radial versus femoral
cohorts was calculated for each center. Spearman rank-order
correlations were employed to assess the association
between the median DAP ratios and the center experience
ratios, and a sensitivity analysis removing outlying centers
was also conducted. Based on patient-level data from the
largest center, a regression model using the logarithmic
transformation of DAPs as the outcome was constructed
comparing the TR and TF cohorts as the center transitions
from predominately TF to TR, while controlling for the
variables of staff operator and type of procedure (ie, CA or
PCI) performed. All P values were 2-tailed with an accepted
signiﬁcance level of 0.05. All analyses were performed using
SAS software (version 9.3; SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC).

Results
Data Description
Overall, 10 centers were included from 6 countries—Canada
(2 centers), United Kingdom (2 centers), Germany (2 centers),
Sweden (2 centers), Hungary (1 center), and The Netherlands
(1 center) with procedure dates spanning from October 2000
to March 2013. In total, 37 306 CA cases (11 516 TR and
25 790 TF) and 20 020 PCI cases (6860 TR and 13 160 TF)
composed the ﬁnal database for analysis, for a total of 57 326
patients (Table).

Impact of TR Approach on Radiation in All Centers
Eight centers had CA procedure data available (Figure 1A)
with all centers demonstrating respective TR:TF DAP ratios
>1, indicating higher radiation exposure with the TR approach.
Weighted averages (WA-DAP ratio) based on center size
demonstrated a 15% higher DAP associated with the TR
approach. PCI data, which were available for all 10 centers,
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radiation.4,5 Reported associations between cardiac testing
and subsequent risk of cancer further substantiates the need
for concern for both patients and operators.5–7 Accordingly,
minimizing both patient and the catheterization staffs’ radiation exposure remains a priority. The TR approach is
assumed to result in a higher radiation exposure than its TF
equivalent, but this continues to be the subject of considerable debate.8–10 As the TR approach becomes more commonly adopted, so too do concerns over a subsequent risk of
increased radiation exposure.
To this end, a number of studies have attempted to quantify
the differences in radiation exposure between access sites
with increasing TR experience, with conﬂicting results.9–17
Given this, we performed a patient-level, multi-center, international, collaborative analysis to determine differences in
patient radiation exposure in the context of TR access.
Speciﬁcally, we explored the impact of TR experience at a
center level and examined a center’s transition from being a
predominately TF center to increasing adoption of the TR
approach.
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Angiography Cases
(N=37 306)

PCI Cases
(N=20 020)

Center Location

Radial

Femoral

Radial

Femoral

Center
Totals

Ottawa, Canada

7068

19 104

2436

6039

34 647

Hamilton, Canada

1956

5304

947

3214

11 421

Link€oping, Sweden

36

40

24

42

142

Budapest, Hungary

58

14

389

91

552

Frankfurt, Germany
€
Orebro,
Sweden

503

470

302

373

1648

—

55

114

169

—

—

520

480

1000

Kettering, United
Kingdom

1650

441

955

478

3524

Bremen, Germany

107

103

20

20

250

Amsterdam, The
Netherlands

138

314

1212

2309

3973

Cumulative

11 516

25 790

6860

13 160

57 326

Radiation Exposure During a Center’s Transition
to the TR Approach

PCI indicates percutaneous coronary intervention.

yielded more variability in distribution, with 4 centers
demonstrating higher radiation exposure by the TR approach
(ie, TR:TF ratio >1) and the remainder with less radiation by
the TR approach (Figure 1B). Accounting for center size with
weighted averages, there was an overall 5% higher DAP in the
TR cohort among PCI cases, which remained unchanged after
removal of outliers.

A

Given this trend, we performed an analysis on 25 747 of
34 647 cases recruited from the largest center for which data
were available, during the transition from a predominately TF
center to increasing TR use. Using a regression model with a
logarithmic transformation of the DAP values as the outcome,
a signiﬁcant interaction between approach and time was
observed (P<0.0001). Importantly, because operator data was
available, including number of TR cases completed chronologically by each operator, we were able to incorporate this
into the regression analysis to account for individual operator
TR experience during the transition phase of the center, as
well as procedure type (ie, CA or PCI). Using median DAPs for

CA

B

10

10

8

8

Center Number

Center Number
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—

Middlesbrough,
United Kingdom

On a center level, we further analyzed the TR:TF DAP ratio as a
function of each center’s respective TR experience, based on
the center’s TR:TF case ratio. In the CA cohort, no trend was
demonstrated between increasing TR experience and TR
radiation exposure (Figure 2A). However, the PCI cohort did
yield a trend toward diminishing TR radiation exposure as the
proportion of TR cases increased (r= 0.8; P=0.005; Figure 2B). Signiﬁcantly, this trend was maintained after sensitivity analyses by removing noted outliers both individually
and collectively.
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Figure 1. Radiation exposure across all centers. Ratios of dose-area products (DAPs) in the transradial (TR) vs transfemoral (TF) cases are
expressed for each center (center numbers 1–10, circles) for both coronary angiography (CA; 8 centers) (A) and percutaneous coronary
intervention (PCI; 10 centers) (B) cohorts across all centers. The overall weighted average TR:TF DAP ratio (WA-DAP; dashed lines) for all
centers was generated and depicted as 1.15 for all CA procedures and 1.05 for all PCI procedures. Unity depicted as solid vertical lines.
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Table. Center’s Locations and Case Numbers

Impact of Radial Experience on Radiation Exposure

CA

B

PCI

1.8

DAP rao (radial:femoral)

1.8

DAP ratio (radial:femoral)
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1.6

r = -0.4
p = 0.3

1.4

1.2

1.0

0.8

0.6
0

1

2

3

4

5

1.6

r = -0.8
p = 0.005

1.4

1.2

1.0

0.8

0.6
0

TR experience rao (radial:femoral)

1

2

3

4

5

TR experience rao (radial:femoral)

(TR) vs transfemoral (TF) cohorts within each individual center (denoted as circles). TR experience ratios generated by dividing the number of
TR by TF cases performed at each center. DAP ratio are then expressed as a function of the TR experience ratio in both the coronary
angiography (CA) (A) and percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) (B) cohorts across all centers.

exposure became equivalent between the TR and TF approach
(ie, ratio of 1) coincided with the point at which the TR and TF
experience became equal (ie, 50% TR cases).
1.8
1.6
1.4

120

DAP (TR:TF)

r = -0.8
p =0.006

% TR access

r = 0.9
p =0.001

1.2

Ratio

consecutive 6-month intervals during this transition period,
the trends over time in both approach groups are depicted in
Figure 3. Additionally, models incorporating the DAP ratios
and percentage of TR cases over the same time period were
also considered (Figure 4). Over the transition time, there was
an increasing proportion of cases performed by the TR
approach (r=0.9; P=0.001), coupled with a concomitant
diminishing radiation exposure ratio (r= 0.8; P=0.006). A
signiﬁcant observation, the point at which the radiation

1.0
0.8
0.6

Radial

0.4

Median DAP (Gy.cm2)
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Figure 2. Impact of intercenter experience on radiation exposure. Dose-area product (DAP) ratios represent the ratio of DAPs in transradial
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Femoral

Figure 4. Equivalent radiation exposures with equal access site

60

2009

2010

2011

2012
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Year

Figure 3. Radiation exposure during a center’s transition to the
transradial approach. Median dose-area products (DAP) for both
transfemoral (TF; circles) and transradial (TR; squares) cohorts are
depicted for consecutive 6-month time periods and ﬁtted
accordingly. Using a regression model with a logarithmic transformation of the DAP values as the outcome, a signiﬁcant
interaction between the approach and time was observed
(P<0.0001).
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experiences. Median dose-area products (DAPs) for consecutive
6-month intervals are expressed as a ratio of median DAP in
transradial (TR) divided by the transfemoral (TF) cohorts for each
6-month period (white circles). TR experience is depicted as the
percentage of total cases performed by the TR approach per 6month period (% TR access, black circles). Spearman correlations
displayed for nonparametric data. The value of 1 (dashed line)
denotes the equivalency point for TR:TF radiation exposure (DAP
TR:TF) where the radiation exposure is equal in both cohorts.
Similarly, the value of 0.5 (dotted line) demonstrates the point at
which the TR:TF experience is equivalent (% TR access=50%), in
that the number of TR and TF cases for each 6-month period are
equal.
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Advancement of the radial approach has been hampered by
concerns of increasing procedural complexity and resultant
augmentation of radiation exposure.9 Accordingly, we conducted a real-world all-comer study consisting of over 50 000
patients from 10 centers worldwide, which supports modestly
increased radiation exposure in the TR versus TF approach. Of
note, this risk appears mitigated by increasing TR experience,
more prominently in PCI cases. Moreover, we report that
differences in radiation exposure are effectively eliminated as
a center achieves equivalent experience in both the TR and TF
approaches—a so-called “equivalency threshold.”
The impact of the TR or TF approach on patient radiation
exposure remains challenging because of numerous confounding factors. The randomized RadIal Vs femorAL access
for coronary intervention (RIVAL) trial examined all comers
planned for PCI and randomized to a TR versus TF approach
among experienced operators. Though not speciﬁcally examining radiation doses, the trial demonstrated prolonged
ﬂuoroscopy times with the TR approach, with no difference
in procedural times or contrast volumes—in keeping with
past large reports based on National Cardiovascular Data
Registry (NCDR) registry data.1–3 However, ﬂuoroscopy time
has been demonstrated to be a poor surrogate marker of true
patient-level radiation exposure.18,19 This is evident in a
recent NCDR-based analysis,3 which had used ﬂuoroscopy
and contrast use as surrogates of patient-level radiation.
Indeed, the previous study3 demonstrated greater ﬂuoroscopy
time with the TR approach, but paradoxically reported greater
contrast volume with the TF approach, thus raising the
question of these parameters as surrogates of patient-level
radiation. Furthermore, the predictors of radiation exposure
remain far more complex than simply the access site alone.
Indeed, recent analyses have suggested that increasing body
mass index, history of coronary artery bypass grafting,
increasing number of treated lesions, and chronic-total
occlusions were associated with increased radiation exposure.8,10 Others invoke patient sex, lesion complexity, lesion
location, and the performing physician as also contributing to
subsequent radiation exposure.20,21 Conversely, some report
that the TR and TF approaches have similar radiation
exposures, even after controlling for case complexity.13
In contrast to previous studies,1–3 we employ patient-level
data with DAP measurements to better reﬂect true patient
radiation exposure compared to ﬂuoroscopy time alone.18,19
Our data support a modest increase in radiation exposure for
a TR approach, which was more prominent in CA cases. This
likely reﬂects potential case selection among the PCI cohort
given that previous diagnostic angiography may have provided
information on case complexity and thus dictated selection of
a TF versus TR approach. Our study also observed
DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.116.003333

considerable variability in radiation exposure between centers
in the PCI cohort. This variability is likely multifactorial. First, it
is possible that centers vary in their operator’s TR experience,
in that, at certain centers, only PCI operators may perform
radial cases. Second, some centers may have selectively
chosen the TR approach based on the complexity assessed in
the preceding angiogram, thereby introducing a bias that lesscomplex PCI at a center may be predominantly TR. It is also
possible that the centers may differ in their experience and
approach in TR cases, or perhaps even alter practice given a
greater awareness of radiation exposure in TR cases.
Therefore, the radiation exposure between a TR and TF
approach may be in ﬂux during a transition period where
increasing TR approaches are undertaken. Accounting for
these possible explanations, the amount of radiation exposure
is likely inﬂuenced by more than the access site alone.
Experience at an operator level is thought to be a determinant of radiation exposure. Indeed, a previous study comparing
expert TR and TF operators performing CA and controlling for
confounding procedural factors yielded no difference in radiation exposure, though differences between trainee and expert
operators were present, regardless of approach.22 Interestingly, previous work demonstrated higher radiation exposure
with inexperienced TF operators compared to experienced TR
operators—suggesting that experience and not the access site
itself dictate the observed radiation differences.23 Accordingly,
at an operator level, reported differences in radiation between
either approach may actually reﬂect the adoption of the newer
TR approach by inexperienced TR operators rather than an
independent difference between either approaches. Indeed,
subgroup analysis from the RIVAL trial investigating radiation
exposure examined the impact of center experience based
upon each center’s respective median operator TR PCI volume.
In this way, only low-volume centers demonstrated a difference
between TF and TR access, with procedural volume being the
greatest independent predictor of radiation exposure.24 Similarly, we observed an association between increasing intercenter TR experience and reduced TR radiation exposure, more
so in the PCI than the CA cohort (Figure 2). This discrepancy
likely reﬂects that PCI has greater procedural complexity and
hence a greater learning curve over its CA counterpart. Hence,
we report improved radiation exposure with increasing TR
experience at a center level.
Given this trend, we then moved to speciﬁcally analyze one
center’s transition from a predominately TF center to increasing
use of the TR approach. Our data support that as a center’s ratio
of TR to TF procedures increases, the subsequent radiation
exposure similarly diminished overall. Moreover, our study is
the ﬁrst to demonstrate the concept of an “equivalency
threshold,” whereby when TR is utilized as frequently as the
TF approach, the radiation exposure between approaches
become equivalent. In fact, all centers in our study that
Journal of the American Heart Association
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increase is eliminated when TR and TF approaches are used
with equal frequency. The implication is that centers may
beneﬁt from the improved vascular and bleeding proﬁle the TR
approach affords without increased radiation exposure, provided they maintain equivalent experience. Hence, the
concept of an “equivalency threshold” is integral to guiding
centers transitioning to the TR approach.
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